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PREFACE

A systemic study of disease in animals more primitive than Aves is largely lacking. In one particular group of animals, the fishes, this precedent is being reversed. However, there are many difficulties which preclude investigations of this nature. A major factor is the environment in which these animals live and their patterns of migration, particularly in marine species. In order to adequately define the etiological agent of a disease one needs to isolate the agent from the host, culture it and produce the same condition by injecting it back into members of the same species. This is difficult and often impossible to do and with species that travel great distances in their normal migration epidemiological studies are also particularly difficult. To further complicate the picture, man, with his ever increasing delight in dumping his waste into the waters of the world, is not only shifting the delicate balance of nature, but establishing conditions that predispose fish to certain maladies. There now seems to be evidence to support an association between pollution and neoplasma. However, as man becomes more interested in culturing fish commercially or for pleasure he becomes more knowledgeable of fish physiology and diseases because artificial environments often support or increase the likelihood of infection. While some of the problems described for fish in the wild have no bearing in these artificial environments, a more controlled study can be conducted as to how an agent infects and what possible means are available to eradicate it.

The literature assembled in this volume should clearly illustrate the shortcomings as well as the prospects of this area of science. The reports have been grouped into categories which hopefully will provide a logical approach to the subject for the layman and specialist. The occurrence of various diseases, their pathology and etiology are covered. In addition there is a section on particular diseases which are caused by microorganisms and viral agents. Finally, a section on malignancies of fish is included. This latter subject is certainly one that will receive increasing attention and many types of neoplasia in fish could well serve as experimental models for higher organisms. The subject is no doubt difficult to formalize at this stage but if the present readings are any indication one suspects that the hazy picture of fish disease will soon begin to present itself more clearly.

Ronald T. Acton, Ph.D.
January, 1974
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Guide to Current Research

The research summaries appearing in the following section were obtained through a search of the Smithsonian Science Information Exchange data base conducted in November, 1973.

The Exchange annually registers 85,000 to 100,000 notices of current research projects covering a wide range of disciplines and sources of support. SSIE endeavors to retain up to two full years of current research information in its active file. The selection of summaries appearing in this section does not represent the complete SSIE collection of information on this topic, but, rather, has been specifically tailored to reflect the scientific content of this particular volume. A limited number of summaries may have been omitted because clearance for publication by the supporting agency or organization was not received prior to the publication date.

SSIE is the only, single source for information on ongoing and recently terminated research in all areas of the life, physical, behavioral, social and engineering sciences. The SSIE file is updated daily by a professional staff of scientists utilizing a comprehensive and flexible system of hierarchical indexing. Retrieval of subject information is conducted by these same specialists, using computer-connected, video display terminals which allow instant access to the entire data base and on-line refinement of search strategies. SSIE offers an information service unequalled anywhere: comprehensive and vital information on who is conducting what research where and under whose support.

More current information, and in some cases expanded coverage, on the topic considered in this volume is available directly from SSIE. This information is offered at modest cost in the form of custom searches of the SSIE file designed specifically to meet the user's need or as an update of the subject search in this section. For more information on SSIE, contact MSS or write directly to the Smithsonian Science Information Exchange, 1730 M Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. Subject search or updated package requirements may be discussed with SSIE scientists by calling the Exchange at (202) 381-5511.
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